Another year with CRIU: News from the developers
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Linux Plumbers Conference being the place where most CRIU developers and users regularly meet and exchange news and ideas, traditionally had an overview talk about what has happened in and around CRIU since the previous Linux Plumbers Conference.

As the checkpoint and restore micro conference is now part of the containers micro conference we still want to keep this ‘tradition’ as it gives us and all other attendees a good overview what has changed in CRIU and how those changes are part of projects using CRIU or to motivate other projects to make use of the newest CRIU features.

In this talk I will give an overview of what has changed since the last Linux Plumbers Conference in CRIU. Give details about certain changes and why we (the CRIU developers) think they are important and how they are (or could be) used in projects making use of CRIU.

In addition to changes in the past we want to here from the community what changes they would like to see in CRIU to better support their projects using CRIU.
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